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Double Chooz is unique among modern reactor-based neutrino experiments studying ν̄e disap-
pearance in that data can be collected with all reactors off. In this paper, we present data from
7.53 days of reactor-off running. Applying the same selection criteria as used in the Double Chooz
reactor-on oscillation analysis, a measured background rate of 1.0±0.4 events/day is obtained. The
background model for accidentals, cosmogenic β-n-emitting isotopes, fast neutrons from cosmic
muons, and stopped-µ decays used in the oscillation analysis is demonstrated to be correct within
the uncertainties. Kinematic distributions of the events, which are dominantly cosmic-ray-produced
correlated-background events, are provided. The background rates are scaled to the shielding depths
of two other reactor-based oscillation experiments, Daya Bay and RENO.

With the discovery of the last mixing angle of the
three-neutrino mixing matrix [1–6], neutrino oscillation
experiments entered the precision era. The next goal is
precision studies of the three-active-neutrino model, in-
cluding searches for CP -violation or non-unitarity [7].
The transition from searches to precision measurements
necessitates a higher standard for understanding back-
grounds to oscillation analyses.

Among ongoing reactor-based oscillation experiments,
Double Chooz (DC) is unique in obtaining a “reactor-
off” data set when the two cores of the Chooz site are
both brought down for maintenance. The Daya Bay [3]
and RENO [4] experiments are each located at complexes
with six cores. Consequently, they are unlikely to ob-
tain data with all cores off. The CHOOZ experiment
reported reactor-off running [8], but with varying scintil-
lator stability and higher accidentals rate and threshold
than in DC. We present here the results of 7.53 days of
DC reactor-off running, collected in 2011 and 2012. This
data set demonstrates the validity of the background pre-
dictions for present and future θ13 experiments.

The primary goal of DC is measurement of the neutrino
oscillation parameter θ13 through ν̄e disappearance. The
design of the Daya Bay and RENO detectors is similar
to that of DC [2]. All three experiments use the inverse
beta decay (IBD) interaction (ν̄e + p → e+ +n) in liquid
scintillator. This interaction is identified by a correlated
pair of signals, the first consistent with a positron and
the second consistent with a n-capture.

The DC far detector is positioned 1050 m from the two
4.25 GWth (thermal power) cores of the Chooz Nuclear
Power Plant. It consists of four concentric cylindrical re-
gions, with centered chimneys for filling and insertion of
calibration sources. The innermost cylinder is the “Neu-
trino Target” (NT), a 10 m3 volume of gadolinium-doped
liquid scintillator. The acrylic NT cylinder is surrounded
by a 55 cm thick “γ Catcher” (GC) consisting of Gd-free
scintillator. The acrylic cylinder of the GC is immersed
in a 105 cm thick nonscintillating oil “buffer region” con-
taining 390 10-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMT). These
three cylinders, collectively called the “inner detector”
(ID), are contained in a stainless steel vessel which is
encompassed by a 50 cm thick liquid scintillator region

forming the “Inner Veto” (IV). The IV is surrounded by
15 cm of demagnetized steel, followed by rock. Above
this system is the “Outer Veto” (OV), consisting of seg-
mented scintillator modules for muon tracking.

The detector is shielded from cosmic rays by a 300 me-
ters water equivalent (m.w.e.) rock overburden, in a hill
topology. The dominant backgrounds in the reactor neu-
trino experiments are: spallation products, particularly
9Li and 8He, produced by cosmic muons interacting in
oil, which emit a n immediately following the β-decay
process; stopping muons; and fast neutrons produced by
muons in the surrounding rock. In this Letter, we refer
to the first as “β-n backgrounds,” while the latter two
are collectively called “µ/fast-n” backgrounds. These are
directly measured by reactor-off running. The DC over-
burden being similar to those of Daya Bay and RENO,
these results can be applied to those experiments with
modest scaling for depth variations.

A direct measurement of the backgrounds in the DC
oscillation analyses is performed by applying the same ν̄e
selection criteria as in Refs. [1] and [2] to the reactor-off
data sample. A minimal set of selection cuts was applied
in [1] (“DCI selection”). Two extra cuts were added in [2]
(“DCII selection”) to reduce background contamination
in the ν̄e candidate sample. The results presented here
apply to both the DCI and DCII selections, comparing
the reactor-off data with expectations from the published
reactor-on oscillation analyses [2].

Candidates are extracted from a sample of triggers
(“singles”) above 0.5 MeV that are neither tagged as a
background known as “light noise,” nor vetoed by the 1
ms muon veto (µ veto) [2]. The DCI selection then ap-
plies four cuts to the prompt (e+) and delayed (n) IBD
signals: 1) time difference: 2 µs < ∆tprompt/n < 100 µs;
2) prompt trigger: 0.7 < Eprompt < 12.2 MeV; 3) delayed
trigger: 6.0 < En < 12.0 MeV; 4) multiplicity: no ad-
ditional valid triggers from 100 µs preceding the prompt
signal to 400 µs after it. The DCII selection further re-
jects candidates according to two more conditions: 5)
cosmogenic β-n background reduction: candidates within
a 0.5 s window after a muon depositing high energy (>600
MeV) crosses the ID (“showering-µ veto”); 6) µ/fast-n
background reduction: candidates whose prompt signal
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TABLE I. Background rate estimates [2], in events/day, for
the reactor-off data sample, compared to observation, for the
two selections described in the text.

Rate β-n Accidental µ/fast n Total Total
(day−1) Est. Obs.

DCI 2.10±0.57 0.35±0.02 0.93±0.26 3.4±0.6 2.7±0.6
DCII 1.25±0.54 0.26±0.02 0.44±0.20 2.0±0.6 1.0±0.4

is coincident with an OV signal (OV veto).

During the reactor-off period, the total and showering
muon rates (ID only) were 46 and 0.10 s−1, respectively,
consistent with those during the reactor-on period to 4%
[2]. By applying the µ veto without and with the ad-
ditional DCII showering-µ veto, 7.19 and 6.84 live days,
respectively, are obtained. Within these times, a singles
rate of 11.01 s−1 is measured, again consistent, within
4%, with that during the reactor-on period. Hence, the
same accidental background level is expected for DCI and
DCII.

Table I shows the estimated background and observed
reactor-off event rates for both the DCI and DCII selec-
tions. In all cases, the background rate estimation relies
on data published in [2]. The accidental rate uncertain-
ties quoted include an additional effect of day-to-day vari-
ations, negligible in [2]. For the DCII selection, the 9Li
rate corresponds to the value used as an input for the os-
cillation fit, which is consistent with the fit output, and
the µ/fast-n rate is smaller than that reported in [2] since
OV duty-cycle was 100% during the reactor-off period.

The background suppression factors of cuts 5 and 6 in
DCII can be derived from Table I. The OV veto leads to
a reduction of 53% in the µ/fast-n rate. The showering-
µ veto reduces the central value of the β-n background
estimate by 40%, having also a significant impact (26%)
in the accidental background. While the OV veto has an
almost negligible effect on the neutrino signal efficiency
(¡0.1%), the application of the showering-µ veto increases
the total veto time from 4.2% in DCI to 9.2% in DCII.

In order to evaluate the residual neutrino spectrum in
the reactor-off period, a dedicated simulation has been
performed with FISPACT [9], an evolution code pre-
dicting the isotope inventory in the reactor cores. The
neutrino spectrum is then computed using the BESTI-
OLE [10] database. The resulting total number of ex-
pected neutrino interactions during the reactor-off pe-
riod is 2.01±0.80, which, when corrected for the live time
(µ vetoes) and the detection efficiency computed in [2],
yields an expected number of detected neutrino events of
1.49±0.60 (1.42±0.57) in the DCI (DCII) analysis. The
dominant contribution comes from long-half-life isotopes,
so the time distribution of these events is expected to be
essentially flat over the several-day reactor-off period.

The application of the ν̄e selection cuts to the reactor-
off data sample yields 21 (8) ν̄e candidates in the DCI
(DCII) analysis. The DCII analysis vetoes five events us-
ing the showering-µ veto (β-n-like events), and another

eight using the OV veto (µ/fast-n-like events). Figure
1 shows the prompt energy distribution of the candi-
dates, superimposed on the expected spectra of back-
ground events and residual neutrinos. Once the ex-
pected number of detected neutrinos is subtracted, these
numbers yield a measured total background of 2.7±0.6
events/day (1.0±0.4 events/day) using DCI (DCII). This
result is consistent with the background estimates, as
shown in Table I, confirming the reliability of the back-
ground model for the oscillation analysis.

The normalization uncertainties introduced in the os-
cillation analysis by the β-n and µ/fast-n backgrounds
are 1.38% and 0.51% [2], respectively. They are among
the dominant sources of systematics, and will become
the dominant ones in the second phase of DC, when
the correlated uncertainties will be canceled by means
of the near detector. Therefore, the reactor-off data are
of uppermost importance as they can be used to increase
the precision in the background model. Although this
data sample is currently used to perform a cross-check
of the DC background estimates, it can also be used to
reduce the normalization error in the oscillation analysis
if enough statistics are obtained.

The accidental background rate obtained in the
reactor-off data sample is 0.26±0.02 events/day, in per-
fect agreement with the prediction in Table I. Unlike
other backgrounds, accidentals have no spatial correla-
tion between the prompt and delayed signals. One event
in the reactor-off sample with distance between the ver-
tices ∆r ≈3.5 m is clearly accidental-like.

Following the analysis presented in [2], the cosmogenic
β-n background rate can be determined from the time
correlation to the parent muon. An exponential decay
plus a constant background is fit to the time difference
(∆tµν) distribution between muons and IBD candidates.
DCI selection plus the OV veto (to reduce µ/fast-n con-
tamination) yields 1.7±0.9 β-n-events/day. The number
remaining after DCII selection is 1.1 ± 0.8 events/day.
The results are in good agreement with the ∆tµν fit of
the reactor-on data, which indicated 2.1± 0.6 (1.3± 0.5)
events/day for DCI+OV (DCII) selection [2]. The five
events tagged by the showering-µ veto correspond to a β-
n rate of 0.70±0.31 events/day, consistent with the value
in [2]: 0.89±0.10 events/day.

A sample of stopping muons and fast neutrons is ob-
tained by applying the OV veto (cut 6) to the candidates
passing the DCI selection. Eight events are tagged by the
OV in the range Eprompt = 0.7 to 12.2 MeV, while four
are found between 12.2 and 30 MeV, where only µ/fast-
n background is expected. Of these, ten events have
∆t < 3 µs, and their reconstructed vertices populate the
region below the detector chimney. These are classified
as stopping muons that decay. The remaining two can-
didates are farther from the chimney and have large ∆t,
as expected for fast-neutron events. The overall OV tag-
ging rate for Eprompt < 30 MeV in the reactor-off period
is 1.67±0.48 events/day, in good agreement with that
observed in the reactor-on data: 1.70±0.10 events/day.
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FIG. 1. ν̄e candidates in the reactor-off data sample, with
breakdown by components. Top and bottom figures show
DCI and DCII selection results, respectively. Black points:
data; histogram: background+ν̄e expectation.

Both IV and OV tagging techniques [2] were applied to
the reactor-off data, yielding results consistent with those
of the reactor-on analysis.
The rates of the IBD candidates originating from fast-

n (excluding stopped-µ’s) and β-n backgrounds can be
scaled to other experimental sites, such as those of the
Daya Bay and RENO detectors and the future DC near
detector. As these backgrounds are produced by muons,
the first step is scaling the muon flux (Φµ) and mean
energy (〈Eµ〉). IBD rates from fast-n and β-n isotope
production can then be computed.
The muon flux (in µ/cm2/s) at the DC far site is es-

timated using two independent methods: the total mea-
sured muon rate (µ/s) divided by either 1) the effective
detector area, or 2) the detector volume, then multiplied

TABLE II. Values for the relevant quantities at the DC far
site, used as input for scaling backgrounds with depth.

Muon flux ΦDC
µ 0.72 ± 0.04 m−2s−1

Mean muon energy 〈EDC
µ 〉 63.7 ± 0.8 GeV

Fast-n background rate 0.33 ± 0.16 d−1 DCI
0.23 ± 0.18 d−1 DCII

β-n background rate 1.7 ± 0.9 d−1 DCI + OV
1.1 ± 0.8 d−1 DCII

by average path length within the volume. The two
methods yield consistent results and are in agreement
with a simulation using the MUSIC/MUSUN code [11],
which includes a detailed description of the overburden
topology. The results also agree with measurements by
the CHOOZ experiment [8], once the definition of the
effective area is correctly taken into account. An aver-
age of estimates 1) and 2) is taken as the DC far flux,
with an error estimated from the difference between mea-
surement and simulation. A MUSIC/MUSUN simulation
also yields the average muon energy at the DC far site.
The values are summarized in Table II, including mea-
sured rates of fast-n and β-n backgrounds. The fast-n
rate was computed as in [2] for the reactor-on data sam-
ple, both using the OV veto (DCII) on the subsample
where the OV was fully operational, and on the whole
sample excluding this cut (DCI).
The measured muon flux was scaled following two dif-

ferent empirical methods [12, 13]. Both are applicable
for shallow depths and provide consistent results. Such
methods assume a flat overburden. The shape of the
overburden affects the overall rate, but has only a mi-
nor impact on the evolution of the rate with depth. As
a realistic evaluation of the effect, we find the difference
between the rates for a flat overburden and the hill profile
at the DC far site to be 11%.
The mean muon energy was calculated at various

depths using the MUSIC/MUSUN simulation code. We
take the uncertainty on these values due to overburden
shape to be 3.6%: this comes from our calculations of the
mean muon energies at a depth of 300 m.w.e. assuming
either a flat overburden or the Double Chooz hill pro-
file. The uncertainty due to rock composition is 3.5%
and comes from comparing our results for “standard”
rock (density 2.65 g/cm3) to those for Chooz rock (den-
sity 2.80 g/cm3). An overall systematic error of 6.1% on
mean muon energies takes into account in addition the
numerical approximations introduced in the simulation
and the uncertainty on primary muon flux.
The muon fluxes and mean energies at the various ex-

perimental sites are shown in Table III; they are in good
agreeement with the values quoted in [3].
The rates of IBD candidates from fast neutrons and

β-n isotopes were assumed to scale with depth (h) ac-
cording to power laws [14, 15]:

Rn/β−n(h) ∝ Φµ(h) · 〈Eµ(h)〉
α .

Factors due to scintillator composition, summarized in
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TABLE III. Muon flux and mean muon energy at the DC
near, Daya Bay (DB) and RENO experimental sites.

Detector depth Φµ (m−2s−1) 〈Eµ〉 (GeV)
(m.w.e.) quoted calculated quoted calculated

RENO Near 120 N/A 4.84± 0.27 N/A 33.3± 2.0
DC Near 150 N/A 3.12± 0.17 N/A 39.7± 2.4
DB EH1 250 1.27 1.08± 0.06 57 58.5± 3.6
DB EH2 265 0.95 0.95± 0.05 58 61.0± 3.7
RENO Far 450 N/A 0.28± 0.02 N/A 89.3± 5.4
DB EH3 860 0.056 0.05± 0.01 137 139.8± 8.5

TABLE IV. Different liquid scintillator (LS) properties used
for background rate scaling. M indicates the total mass and
mLS the molecular mass of the LS, NC/LS and NH/LS are
the number of carbon or hydrogen atoms per molecule of LS,
NC (NH) the total number of carbon (hydrogen) atoms in the
detector target.

Experiment M mLS NCLS
NHLS

NC NH

(tons) (g/mol) (1029) (1029)

DC 8.24 178.33 12.67 24.65 3.55 6.75
RENO 16.0 246.43 18 30 7.03 11.7
DB 20.0 246.43 18 30 8.80 14.7
KamLAND 913.4 160.31 11 22 385 767

Table IV, were taken into account, and affect the results
by no more than 3%. Background rates can depend on
several other aspects of the experimental apparatus: ac-
ceptance, µ detection efficiency, neutron shielding type
and thickness, selection cuts, etc. Thus, detailed use of
these rates for other experiments requires corrections to
adapt from our detector to the detector of interest.
For fast-n, α = 0.74 is used, as estimated in [14, 15]

from rates measured by several experiments at different
depths. The prompt signal in fast-n background events
arises from the recoil of a free proton in the target; for
simplicity, we scale the rate to the number of hydrogen
atoms in the target scintillators, assuming that interac-
tions scale with detector volume, as is frequently done in
the literature. The results are summarized in Table V
and compared to measured values [3, 4], normalized to
the muon flux at the DC far site, in Fig. 2. The value
quoted by RENO is obtained without a dedicated muon
veto, and is thus comparable to our DCI result, while
Daya Bay applies a water muon veto and is thus more
similar to our DCII results. The Daya Bay measurements
are lower than our extrapolation, which could be due to
the water surrounding their detectors. For RENO, our
extrapolation yields lower values than the measured ones.
For the scaling of β-n rates, the exponent α has never

been measured experimentally. In [16], the combined rate
of 9Li and 8He was measured at a single energy, and the
value α = 0.73±0.10 was used to extrapolate this rate
to KamLAND and Borexino energies. In [17], the value
α = 0.801±0.026 is given for β-n based on FLUKA sim-

TABLE V. Fast-n background rates measured at DC far and
scaled to other depths, compared with values quoted by other
experiments. The rates are scaled for number of H atoms but
not for muon energy. The RENO measurements are compara-
ble to the “no OV veto” values, while the Daya Bay measure-
ments are comparable to the “OV veto” values, as explained
in the text.

Fast-n background rate
Detector depth (day ·1030H)−1

(m.w.e.) quoted no OV veto OV veto
RENO near 120 4.27 ± 0.11 2.0 ± 1.0 1.4 ± 1.1
DC near 150 N/A 1.44 ± 0.76 1.01 ± 0.82
DB EH1 250 0.57 ± 0.19 0.67 ± 0.33 0.46 ± 0.37
DB EH2 265 0.50 ± 0.30 0.60 ± 0.30 0.42 ± 0.33
DC far 300 = 0.49 ± 0.24 0.34 ± 0.27
RENO far 450 0.83 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.12 0.16 ± 0.13
DB EH3 860 0.03 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.03
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FIG. 2. Scaling of DC fast-n background rates and com-
parison with quoted values. Empty (full) markers indicate
quoted results using a selection without (with) an external
muon veto; lines and shaded bands represent our scaling of
the DC measurements with their uncertainty. Values were
scaled by number of H atoms and normalized to muon flux at
DC far site.

ulations for various muon energies. A similar simulation,
based on GEANT4, is described in [18], where the re-
sulting value for α is 1.06. To be conservative, we choose
α = 0.84±0.22, ranging from the lower bound of [16] to
the result of [18].
As cosmogenic isotope production scales with the num-

ber of target carbon atoms, rates are normalized to the
total number of carbon atoms in the target scintillator.
Results for scaled β-n rates are shown in Table VI and

compared to the measured values [2–4], normalized to
the muon flux at the DC far site, in Fig. 3. The DCII
result is comparable to the Daya Bay value, where a veto
of 1 s following showering muons has been applied, while
the DCI result is comparable to the RENO one, with
no specific β-n background reduction. No correction has
been applied for the efficiency of the showering-µ veto.
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TABLE VI. β-n decay rates measured at DC far and scaled
to other depths, compared with values quoted by other ex-
periments. The rates are scaled for number of C atoms but
not for muon energy. The DCII values are comparable to the
Daya Bay measurements, while the DCI value is comparable
to the RENO measurements (see text).

β-n-decay rate
Detector depth (day ·1030C)−1

(m.w.e.) quoted DCI DCII
RENO near 120 17.7 ± 8.4 18 ± 10 11.7 ± 8.9
DC near 150 N/A 13.5 ± 7.9 8.7 ± 6.7
DB EH1 250 3.5 ± 1.8 6.5 ± 3.5 4.2 ± 3.1
DB EH2 265 2.0 ± 1.3 5.9 ± 3.2 3.8 ± 2.8
DC far 300 = 4.8 ± 2.6 3.1 ± 2.3
RENO far 450 3.7 ± 1.1 2.4 ± 1.3 1.5 ± 1.2
DB EH3 860 0.18 ± 0.13 0.63 ± 0.36 0.41 ± 0.31
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FIG. 3. Scaling of DC β-n decay rates and comparison with
quoted values. Results were scaled by number of carbon
atoms and normalized to muon flux at DC far site. Solid lines
and shaded regions correspond to rate and scaling uncertain-
ties in reactor-off analysis: DCI (red solid line) and open data
points compare the total β-n rate, while DCII (blue solid line)
and filled data points correspond to analyses with an extended
veto following showering muons.

Within the uncertainty of the measured β-n rate, the
scaled results agree.

In conclusion, we have reported a direct measurement

of the cosmic-ray-induced background in the DC oscil-
lation analysis using 7.53 days of data with both reac-
tors off. The identified candidates are well understood as
due to accidentals, β-n-emitting isotopes, cosmic muons
producing fast neutrons, and stopped muons that de-
cay. With the same cuts applied as in the Double Chooz
reactor-on oscillation analysis [2], the total background
including accidentals, cosmogenic β-n-emitting isotopes,
fast neutrons from cosmic muons and stopped-µ decays
is 1.0±0.4 events/day. The result is consistent with esti-
mations in the DC oscillation analysis. The results have
been scaled to depths of interest to the Daya Bay and
RENO reactor-based neutrino oscillation experiments.
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